literally embody his subjects, through the incorporation of daguerreotype portraits from the 1851 weekly series onwards, the transcription of voice using interview techniques, sound hand or phonographic writing, as well as mimetic description. But this endeavour to capture the traces of otherwise silenced voices-living traces preserved in type-inevitably dissociated the literal voice from its transcribed version. The printed page marks an absence and a corresponding alignment of reading with the struggle to hear or access a soundscape that the text transcribes, but can never literally take 'from the life'. Yet I think we can identify in Mayhew's work the emergence of a distinctively modern take on the struggle to hear what can no longer be heard, an intensification of desire amplified by the advent of a range of new media, which, in turn, produces new ways of thinking in, about and through the limits of print. Mayhew resists the muteness of print, while submitting to its logic, a struggle with the limits and paradoxes of representation driven by the goal of the immediate apprehension of the object described in the mind of the reader, to adapt his terms. 4 This simulation of voices and literal enactment of an ethics of hearing, I
argue, evokes a profoundly material engagement with voice that diverges from the metaphysical sense of voice as something that always eludes representation, and parallels the new ontology of the image that photography inaugurates. Andre Bazin articulated something similar in his seminal essay on 'The Ontology of the Photographic Image': 'Only a photographic lens can give us the kind of image of the object that is capable of satisfying the deep need man has to substitute for it something more than a mere approximation, a kind of decal or transfer. ' 5 Helen Groth-The Soundscapes of Henry writing. 7 This is particularly likely given this was a common association at this time.
Here is Samuel Bagster, the publisher of Isaac Pitman, effusing in this vein:
Artists and scribes no more delight, Their arts imperfect found, Daguerre now draws by rays of Light, And Pitman writes by Sound. 8 Pitman also made use of this analogy in his self--promotional introduction to the 1844 edition of his Manual of Phonography or Writing By Sound: 'Phonography is a system of writing by sound, or of Daguerreotyping speech on paper in so scientific a manner as to represent, with infallible accuracy, all the sounds of the human voice.' 9 'Phonographing' voices, however, was only one element of Mayhew The concept of the soundscape has also been theoretically tethered to training the ear to hear. Seminally, the composer and environmentalist R. Murray Schafer invoked the term in the 1970s as part of a call to arms against the onslaught of noise pollution: 'We must seek a way to make environmental acoustics a positive study program. Which sounds do we want to preserve, encourage, multiply? When we know this, the boring or destructive sounds will be conspicuous enough and we will know why we must eliminate them.' 11 Implicit, although un--nuanced, in Schafer's rhetoric is the twofold nature of the soundscape, as I will be invoking it here; that is, as both a physical or material environment and a historically particular set of receptive processes and behaviours for perceiving that environment. As Emily
Thompson puts it-a soundscape 'is both a world and a culture constructed to make sense of that world'. 12 John Picker further nuances this distinction in a Victorian context, rightly observing 'the development of Victorian's self awareness was contingent on awareness of sonic environments'. 13 Steven Connor likewise speaks of the emergence of an 'auditory self', that is, 'an attentive and investigatory self, which takes part in the world rather than taking aim at it'. 14 Where my approach to the dynamics of ear--witnessing differs from these important precursors is in the shift of emphasis from self to system, individual consciousness to the noise induced by the circulatory and communicative mechanisms of the Victorian media and the consequent transformation of the potential and limits of print that Mayhew's ambitious project literally materialises. The stress here will be on inscription systems, to use Friedrich Kittler's terminology, and the ways in which mid--nineteenth century 'networks of technologies and institutions' conspired to 'select, store and process relevant data'. 15 This pressure to select, store and process drives Mayhew's assurance to his readers in one of his early letters to the Morning Chronicle that 'hardly a line will be written but what a note of the matter recorded has been taken on the spot'. 16 Like so many of his contemporaries, Mayhew's work was generated by an ambient climate of heightened media engagement that would ultimately render inventions such as Edison's phonograph legible, and generate projects that continued to engage with the transcriptive techniques Mayhew had pioneered-such as John Thompson's Street Life in London (1881). Edison shared Mayhew's preoccupation with capturing the rhythms of everyday speech, noting in one of his experimental handbooks while working on improvements for Alexander Graham Bell's telephone that there was 'no doubt that I shall be able to store up & reproduce automatically at any future time the human voice perfectly'. 17 These parallels are hardly surprising. Indeed, they exemplify the generative interpenetration of new and old media, and complicate familiar narrations of media technologies as causal agents of change by revealing their reciprocal production from within existing networks of textual and cultural practices. 18 Mayhew's work also reinforces the historically constitutive presence of noiseas the ultimately unsignifiable dimension of modern textuality-to adapt and chronologically extend Juan Suarez's argument regarding noise and modernism.
Suarez argues that the more modernism tackled the everyday the more intrusive the presence of noise became. 'After the machine was there to register it, and after cultural production was done exclusively with or alongside machines, it was harder to keep out the racket.' 19 What I want to suggest here, following Lisa Gitelman and others, is that even before the machines existed, writers such as Mayhew wrote as if they did, in the midst of the racket, tantalised by the prospect of the automatic registration of the real, and the instantaneous 'conveyance of thought', as Alfred Russel Wallace would later observe of the wonders of the telephone and wireless. 20 The following sections explore the multiple and complex ways Mayhew Repulsed and drawn to the exigencies of life in London's teeming slums, Mayhew quickly struck a chord with a liberal readership well used to urban portraiture. 27 The opening passage of the first number of the series published in 1848 in the Morning Chronicle described a visit to the 'very capital of cholera', Jacob's Island, and played to a similar mix of emotions in his audience:
We crossed the bridge, and spoke with one of the inmates. In answer to our questions, she told us she was never well. Indeed, the signs of the deadly influence were painted in the earthy complexion of the poor woman. 'Neither I nor my children know what health is,' said she. 'But what is one to do? We must live where our bread is. I've tried to let the house, and put a bill up, but cannot get any one to take it.' From this spot we were led to narrow close courts, where the sun never shone, and the air seemed almost as stagnant and putrid as the ditch we had left. The blanched cheeks of the people that now came out to stare at us, were white as vegetables grown in the dark, and as we stopped to look down the alley, VOLUME18 NUMBER3 DEC2012 116 our informant told us that the place teemed with children, and that if a horn was blown they would swarm like bees at the sound of a gong. 28 Representations of Jacob's Island were familiar, with Dickens' Oliver Twist (1838) being one of the more popular, but Mayhew's typically aural description communicates a visceral portrait of the voiceless swarm of suffering poor, although this impression of authenticity is undone to some extent by the obvious artifice of the woman's speech. 29 Mayhew was less interested in the question of class that had previously dominated urban description than in dealing 'with human nature as a natural philosopher or a chemist deals with any material object'. 30 This descriptive shift was not lost on Mayhew's contemporaries, such as Charles Mackay, the author of Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, who explicitly and positively aligned Mayhew's transcription techniques with the then revelatory powers of photography. 'It was, in one sense, as if a mighty microscope were applied to the festers, social sores, and diseases of humanity; and in another, as if some unparalleled photographic apparatus was brought to portray fresh from life the very minds, rather than the bodies of the people.' 31 It should be stressed that such praise was quickly countered by equally disparaging references to Mayhew's theatrical past, to quote a reviewer of the 1851 iteration of Mayhew's series: 'The nature of the author's previous writings lent a certain air of probability to this suspicion. Many of his sketches were highly effective-and some of them looked as if they had been drawn for the mere sake of effect.' 32 Tellingly here, the implicitly diminishing stress is on old media-sketching, and implicitly, theatre-in contrast to Mackay's relish for the modern technological aspects of Mayhew.
As the latter review observes, Mayhew could not resist the allure of metaphor or theatrical gesture, a literary proclivity that attracted an equal measure of praise and criticism. William Makepeace Thackeray effusively likened the affective experience of reading Mayhew to that of an urban adventure one might find in a popular romance, 'a picture of human life so wonderful, so awful, so piteous and pathetic, so exciting and terrible, that readers of romances own they never read anything like it; and the griefs, struggles, strange adventures here depicted exceed anything that any of us could imagine'. 33 The first character presented was a costermonger! (Previous to his appearance in this uncouth costume, Mr Mayhew delivered a short lecture describing the characters which he intended to represent.) The audience was highly entertained with the assumption, and laughed heartily at the remarks about the trade, the wife--beating (described as highly beneficial), the slang expressions, and the description of the light weights, with which the lecturer adroitly compared the defalcations and cheateries of parties in higher walks (bank directors and Co.) Next came 'Ol elo', old elo'.' The Jew brought forward his old bag of articles for which he had given flowers in exchange, at an awful sacrifice to himself (of course), and remarked upon 'the unaccountable difference between the wear of ordinary clerks'
clothes' and those of government clerks, the latter being never worn out at the elbows! Other garments, of an unmentionable nature, were brought out of the bag, and made satirical and pungent. 34 Aside from Mayhew's blatant substitution of the supposedly 'authentic' voices of his interviewees with a series of repellent stereotypes of wife--beating costermongers, mercenary Jews and unscrupulous bankers of various kinds, this cabinet of 'curious characters' also testifies to the contradictory mix of registers that shapes its print source. This is also where Mayhew enters the distinctively Victorian sphere of instructive entertainment, which includes the more sensational end of journalistic practice, such as James Greenwood's roughly contemporaneous 'A Night in a Workhouse', which Seth Koven analyses so compellingly in his study of Victorian slumming as a form of 'cross--class masquerade'. 35 This mix of registers is equally apparent in the disjunction between the lack of moral judgment and data presented in Mayhew's extensive free--ranging interviews and his ill--conceived efforts to provide an anthropological and political economical rationale in the preface to first volume of the book edition of London Labour and the London Poor commissioned by the publisher David Bogue in 1856. 36 Notably, I've worked the streets and the courts at all times. I've worked them by moonlight, but you couldn't see the moonlight where it was busy. I can't say how far the moon's off us. It's nothing to me, but I've seen it a good bit higher than St Paul's. I don't know nothing about the sun. Why do you ask?
It must be nearer than the moon for it's warmer,-and if they're both fire, that shows it. It's like the tap--room grate and that bit of a gas--light; to compare the two is. What was St Paul's that the moon was above? A church, sir; so I've heard. I never was in a church. O, yes, I've heard of God; he made heaven and earth; I've never heard of his making the sea; … Jesus 40 What is striking here is the way Mayhew builds trust in the interviewee, while cuing the reader to listen closely as the portrait of the costermonger emerges through the digressive movements of the conversation. It is intimate and free--flowing, rather than a mechanical sequence of leading questions driven solely by the logic of data--collection; the literal trace of the subject appears on the page-no matter how illusory that impression may be. Mayhew, we are reminded strongly of the celebrated Jim Boggs, and the language which Mr Robson so admirably delivers. Of course, it is not necessary that a book need be dull in order to be accurate; but when we find page after page covered with what professes to be dialogues accurately transcribed, and perceive that these dialogues bear a strong family resemblance to each other-that they are all highly dramatic, and spiced and seasoned so as to bring out the 'high lights' of the picture intended to be produced-we certainly do feel that the amusement overbalances the instruction that we have derived from the perusal of them. 43 It is the idea of the daguerreotype or photograph as 'faithful mimesis', according to this review, that exposes Mayhew's selective repetition of edited highlights as inauthentic reproductions of the everyday speech and characteristics of London's wandering tribes. 44 As this reviewer also notes, sound bites of characteristic speech serve as titles for many of the engraved reproductions of Beard's daguerreotypes reinforcing the analogy between transcriptive modes. Mayhew correspondingly describes his writing as the 'unvarnished language' of personal observation. 45 Yet he is equally keen to dramatise the process of communicating the dissonant acoustics of street life as a form of civilising filtration in which his acute sensibility suffers for the cause of instructive revelation. The following well--known description of the New Cut markets on a Saturday night dramatises these competing impulses:
Then the sights, as you elbow your way through the crowd, are equally multifarious. Here is a stall glittering with new tin saucepans; there another, bright with its blue and yellow crockery, and sparkling with white glass. Now you come to a row of old shoes arranged along the pavement; now a stand of gaudy tea--trays; … One minute you pass a man with an umbrella turned inside up and full of prints; the next you hear one with a peepshow of Mazzeppa, and Paul Jones the pirate, describing the pictures to the boys looking in at the little round windows … Such, indeed, is the riot, the struggle, and the scramble for a living, that the confusion and uproar of the New--cut on Saturday night have a bewildering and saddening effect upon the thoughtful mind. 46 Driving this scene is a desire, as Patrick Brantlinger suggests, 'to slow, to stabilize, and to render totally visible and comprehensible a social realm whose most constant features are flux and inconstancy'. 47 But this decelerating description only VOLUME18 NUMBER3 DEC2012 122 intensifies the overriding Darwinism of such scenes of 'riot and struggle,' and the melancholy they inspire in Mayhew's 'thoughtful mind'. Inherent throughout is a developmental typology that opposes the contemplative civilised mind of the urban ethnographer to the surrounding unreflective barbarism that he is channelling.
Mayhew's heightened sensitivity to noise, to invoke James Sully, literally embodies a higher degree of civilisation. The more primitive the sensibility on the developmental scale, Sully argued, the less distracted or disturbed by noise:
Now it is obvious that culture means, among other things, a disposition of mind to continuous and concentrated thought. Both in external perception and in internal mediation the civilized man differs from the uncivilized through his impulse to prolonged attention over a large area of impressions and ideas. Hence distraction hardly has a meaning for the savage, whereas it may be a palpable evil in the case of the meditative student. 48 Mayhew and Sully are further aligned in their interest in navigating the ways in which noise was shaping everyday life in the new and often overwhelming material environment inhabited by a readership invested as never before in the struggle to filter out the hubbub of other people's lives. Both invoke a rhetoric of sensual assault, of porous bodies, in the process of formulating a new set of co--ordinates for modern urban living, foremost being a civilised recognition of the aural sensibilities of one's neighbours. For unlike the eye that can shut out sensory stimulation, the 'pains inflicted through the ear are deep and pervading', to quote Sully, 'analogous to bodily hurts, and wholly incommensurable with the momentary discomforts caused by the visual impression of ugly objects'. 49 What hurts are the abrasive incursions of noise as 'non signifying matter,' the painful assault of the acoustic debris of modernity that jars and paralyses the senses. 50 The following, final section examines They are produced on a metallic surface, the principal pieces, about seven inches by five, and they resemble acquatint engravings, for they are in simple chiaroscuro and not in colours. But the exquisite minuteness of the delineation cannot be conceived. No painting or engraving ever approached it. For example: in a view up the street a distant sign would be perceived, and the eye could just discern that there were letters upon it, but so minute as not to be read with the naked eye. By the assistance of a powerful lens, which magnified fifty times, applied to the delineation, every letter was clearly and distinctly legible, and so also were the minutest breaks and lines in the walls of the buildings and the pavements Mayhew, is 'that emotion which arises in the mind immediately upon the occurrence of an event which is wholly disconnected with our previous thoughts'. 57 Correspondingly, he argues in London Labour and the London Poor that strongly felt emotion trains the mind and jars the body into a more receptive state-ideally one that focuses both ears and eyes on the interplay between Beard's arresting portraits and Mayhew's simulated voices. As Mayhew observes: 'The heart is the mainspring of the intellect, and the feelings the real educers [sic] and educators of the thoughts.' 58 Encountering the traces of the no longer present, regardless of their remediated form, takes on the affective potency of an event that exceeds the two dimensionality of the printed page, uncannily realising Mayhew's ultimately melancholic message that this confluence of images and words constitute the material traces of dead or dying ways of life. As Mayhew informs the reader in his account of 'Long Song Sellers': 'I have this week given a daguerreotype of a well--known long--song seller, and have preferred to give it as the trade, especially as regards London, has all but disappeared'. 59 Civilising the senses, to return to Sully's reflections on 'noise and civilisation', seems to require a necessary balance of sensitive attunement and self--protective filtration that ultimately depends on the individual system's capacity to manage the 60 Mayhew revels in the combination of usually disjointed parts into a unified visual effect. Casting around for an alternative optical metaphor to describe the respite offered by visual abstraction, Mayhew aptly selects the rhythmically harmonising dispersions of the kaleidoscope: 'so does the eye love to see the country, or the town, which it usually knows only as a series of disjointed parts-as abstract fields, hills, rivers, parks, streets, gardens, or churches-become all combined, like the coloured fragments of the kaleidoscope, into one harmonious and varied scene'. 61 It was simply becoming too hard to hear 'up close' by the mid 1850s when Mayhew's passion for interviewing was on the wane, a dissipation of his once formidable energy which was more a testament to his own bohemian proclivities than an indication of a more pervasive trend in the techniques of urban description to which his work had so seminally contributed. 
